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If you can afford to, chip in right now, and we'll invest it immediately in
digital ads to reach our voters.
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There are thousands of Democrats in NC-09 that don’t know our
election is today, but if they hear from us, we can turn them out! These
voters could help decide whether or not we win tonight. If you can
afford to, chip in $3 right now, and we’ll invest it immediately in digital
ads to reach these voters.
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Hey Steve I’m reaching out quickly to ask for some last-minute help turning out voters.
Special elections always come down to turnout, and that’s especially true in a
close race like ours. We expect a small number of votes will decide the
outcome of the race tonight.
That means finding every way we can to turn out every possible voter will
matter, and here’s the bad news: There are thousands of Democrats in the 9th
District who could vote right now but don’t even know there’s an election
happening.
So we’re trying to reach these voters ASAP. Here’s the plan: We’re making
critical investments right now in digital ads that we can target directly to these
voters who need to hear from us.
But we need your help to scale and keep them going all the way until polls
close.
Can you rush a $3 donation to our campaign right now? We’ll put it to
work immediately turning out Democratic voters with targeted digital ads.
Thanks in advance for chipping in.
Just hours to go!
Colleen Martin
Campaign Manager
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Paid for by McCready for Congress

Dan McCready is a former member of the United States Marines. Use of his military rank, job titles, and photographs in uniform does
not imply endorsement by the Marines or the Department of Defense. This email was sent to sjohnston@tuesdayforumcharlotte.org.
Click here if you'd like to unsubscribe. We try to send only the most important information and opportunities to participate via email. To
support Dan McCready with a contribution, click here.
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